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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a study of a means of improving 

the instruction of canposition. It is a canparison 

of the Bay Area Writing Project ~thod to the Traditional 

Writing Method. An ex:perim:mt was conducted using a 

treatment group that was taught composition through the 

Bay Area Writing Project Method and a control group that 

was taught canposition through the Traditional Writing 

Method. 'Ihe results were two-fold. Statistically, there 

was not a significant difference in post-test scores 

on a holistically graded composition, but if one considered 

the nunber of students sho;.;ring irnprova:nent and the increased 

mean score, the Bay Area Writing Project Method was the 

better . The experimenter concluded that the Bay Area 

Writing Project Method is an improved method of instruction, 

but 11Pre research should be done to identify those aspects 

of the Bay Project that are rrost benefi cial. 
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C8AP1'ER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As an English teacher, I have been concerned for 

years with the decline of the writing ability of my students. 

This concern has been shared by the nation. Newsweek 

in ''Why Johnny Can't Write" reported that the writing 

scores of the S .A. T. had been declining for twelve years. 

'llle reasons cited for the decline were television, use 

of audiovisual materials, teacher overload, and lack of 

ch.er 
. . 1 tea trauung. 

At the present time, it is possible for an English 

teacher to be certified without ever taking a single 

advanced course in composition. Too often the teacher 

gives the student a topic and tells him to write. She 

gives him an assigned tine to complete the paper, takes 

the paper, and covers it with red ink. She then returns 

it. 'lllis process may be repeated four times a year. Th.e 

student has learned nothing; the teacher has taught nothing. 

This problem has bothered rrost English teachers. 

Many professional journals have addressed themselves to 

this problem. '!ID of the most draimtic articles were 

Harriet Cholden' s ''Writing AssigrmE1.ts with Equal Writes, 112 

and Janet Banks' ''Writing with No Strings Attached. 113 

1 
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Cholden' s article carried the red marked paper one step 

further. The student threw the paper away without looking 

at it which indicated it was a total waste of effort for 

both parties. She decided to use a method that is now 

widely accepted and advocated by such programs as the 

Bay Area Writing Project. This was to allow the students 

to write a free writing that ~mld not be subjected to 

the red pencil. The students wuld be writing to an audience, 

each other. They would read the paper aloud. The mechanical 

errors would be corrected in relation to the writing. An 

example of this would be to stick to only one type of 

error per paper . 1hus, the students could write with 

freedan. 

A similar plan was published by Albert Burton, 

Jr. in his article, ''Tips fran Tan, Ben and the Other 

'76-ers: Launching a Writers' Workshop. ,,4 He suggested 

that writing is based on four activities : ideation, imnersion, 

incubation, and interaction. He believed that writing 

is learning to think. He also felt that students can 

learn to write if they are given the freedan to write 

what they desire, the ti.Ire to organize their thoughts, 

and the audience to appreciate their thoughts. 

All of the concern about teaching canposition 

caused the Bay Area Writing Project to cone into being. 

J~s Gray fran the University of California Berkeley 

Chapter and Miles Myers, an acministrator fran Berkeley, 
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headed a small group of San Francisco Bay educators who 

were concerned about the causes of a decline in writing 

skills. In 1971, they began to meet and fonnulate a plan 

of attack. This plan consisted of elementary, secondary, 

and college teachers meeting in inservice training prograns 

that v."Uuld stress ccxnposition. 

In 1974, the first inservice program was financed 

and held at the University of California Berkeley Chapter. 

There were twenty-five teachers of writing fran all grade 

levels who took part in this writing institute. These 

teachers met and shared ideas . The teachers ~re exposed 

to prewriting, writing, editing, peer editing, writing 

with the students, grarrmar in relation to writing, holistic 

grading, positive reinforcanent, stinruli, audience sharing, 

and sentence canbining. All of these ideas had been used 

with some success by some of the teachers . So the Bay 

Project encouraged teachers to canbine these ideas and 

to be open to other ideas in the teaching of carposition. 

After this St.mmer training, the original twenty

five teachers became writing consultants and went back 

to their school districts and held inservice programs 

for their fello;v composition teachers. The response was 

so great that the University continued financing this 

project for five more years. At the present time, there 

is a National Writing Project which is a netv."Urk of thirty 

centers at campuses throughout the nation. Each of these 
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centers is training teachers in the surrner to becane writing 

ccnsultants so they can conduct inservice training in 

he . l-.-- di . 5 t lI UUUJI::: str1cts. 

The Bay project is based on four assumptions: 

1) Curriculum changes cannot be accanplished 

by transient consultants who briefly 

appear never to be seen again, or by change 

agents who insist that everyone see the 

problem in the sane way . 

2) A substantial body of knowledge exists 

concerning the teaching of writing, rruch 

of it fairly new. 

3) Curricultm1 change cannot be accanplished 

with a packet of teacherproof materials. 

4) Field-based research could made a significant 

ccntribution to improvenait of instruction.6 

These four assumptions are not new, but research m.:1.y sha-, 

that they are workable and will help Fnglish teachers 

teach composition. 

One aspect of the Bay Area Writing Project is 

to share ideas with other writing teachers. 7 Thus, the 

professional publications are an excellent source. In 

"Talking Your Way into Writing," Mimi Schwartz told uf 

the importance of the prewriting skills of conversation 

and brainstorming and hCM it worked for her.8 De Lois 

Garrett in her article, "Creativity and the Classroom," 
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gave exarrples of using sense stirruli--a record, a pencil 

drawing, a piece of sculpture, an onion, or a piece of 

literature. 9 John Marshall Carter in ''Publish or Perish: 

Writing Inspiraticn and Reward, 1110 advocated allow.i..ng 

the student to publish a rmgazine. In this way, they 

would have an audience, and they 'WOUld work harder because 

they would want to be proud of the finished product. As 

one can see, there are varied options in teaching writing. 

As an English teacher, my concern about corrposition 

is great. Th.us, after studying the opinions of many experts 

in the field of corrposition, I f0tm.d that the Bay Area 

Writing Project advocated many of the suggestions endorsed 

by the experts such as use of prewriting, sentence canbining, 

stinuli to senses, peer editing, self editing, audience 

writing, gramnar and literature in relation to writing, 

positive praise, truthful language, rewriting, and teacher 

writing. 'Ihus, a study carparing the two methods, the 

Bay Area Writing Project Method and the traditional writing 

method could be useful to composition teachers. The experiment 

-would be a canparison between a control group taught in 

the traditional m:!thod in canposition and a treattnent 

group taught in the Bay Area Writing Project ~thod in 

canposition. The experimenter hypothesized that students 

who have been taught under the Bay Area Writing Project 

Method ~uld score higher on holistic grading of a paper 

ranging from three to f ive paragraphs in length than students 
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who have been taught under the traditional writing method. 

The conclusion of the study would be helpful in giving 

English teachers information about the effectiveness of 

the Bay Area Writing Method of composition and would in 

a sense replicate sane of the previous research. 
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CH.AP'.IER II 

REVIEW OF U'IERATURE 

Jn the 1960 ' s, Project English was funded by Ccngress 

for research. There were 107 canposition studies made. 

They were unrelated, and there were no replications. Thus , 

the experiments sho,;,ed no definite patterns of success 

because there were no definite relationships between experiments . 

'The quality of research was poor because of inconsistency 

in the use of a particular type of rreasura:nent in the 

results.
1 

Since Project F.nglish, many other researchers 

have done studies on som: aspects of canposition. For 

example, Roland Harris irl. 1962
2
investigated the functions 

and value of formal gram:rar in the teaching of canpositicn. 

He used a three month pilot experiment and validated his 

criteria of measurement before be undertook his regular 

experiment. His regular experiment extended over a nine 

IOOI1th period. He then checked the results again a year 

after the experiment was over. 

Harris canpared two classes of pupils in each 

of five London schools. These students ranged fran all 

levels of abilities and socio- econanic backgrounds. His 

experimental group in each school was taught composition 

8 
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and granmar by using elanents of sentence building and 

structure that were related to the ccmpositions of the 

students. Harris also used peer editing, prewriting, 

and sentence corrbining wi. th his experimental group. The 

tine saved by not teaching traditional granmar was devoted 

to additional canposition wrk. The control group was 

taught traditional granmar through the use of a textbook 

and canposition as a separate entity. 

Each class contained 24 boys. Each student was 

given a pretest and a posttest. Then, a year later, each 

student was given a canposition test. The results revealed 

that the treattnent group tested better in the posttest 

and the year later corrposition test than the control group 

that was taught canposition and grarrmar as separate entities. 

Harris concluded that since the children. cane from all 

levels of abilities and backgrounds that the teaching 

of traditional grarrmar was not beneficial to any group 

in the learning of canposition. He also concluded that 

peer editing, prewriting, and sentence corrbirring could 

be beneficial. He recoornended nnre study in that area. 3 

In 1973, Frank O'Hare did similar research on 

the value of traditional granmar in composition. He worked 

with a control and treatne1t group of secc::ndary students. 

He allowed free writing, peer edit:ing, sentence ccxnbining, 

and the use of stimtl.i with his treatrrent group that was 

taught canposition without the use of traditional granmar. 
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He concluded as Harris concluded that traditional gramnar 

f d . . 4 was not necessary or goo canpos1t1.on. 

In 1976, Warren E.. Coons did an extensive experiment 

on sentence corrb:irting and the use of traditional gra:rmar 

in composition. He did his experiment to validate the 

research of O'Hare in 1973. 

Canbs used suburban Minneapolis junior high students. 

There were a total of 100 white subjects. He used the 

pretest and posttest control design. He divided his 100 

subjects into four classes,~ were ccntrol classes and 

two were treatrrent classes. In the treatment group, no 

formal instruction in granmrr was used; instead, formal 

instruction in sentence ccmbining was used. In the control 

group, traditicnal grarnn:rr and canposition were taught . 

Canbs used free writing for the pretest and posttest . 

He concluded sentence coohining can give students greater 

flexibility in writing. He also validated O'Hare's research. 5 

Richard Haskwell of Washington State University 

did a similar study with college fresl'ma1. He worked 

with 99 students . He had 56 in the experi.rrental group 

and 43 in the control group. The students in both groups 

exhibited a normal range of writing ability. All students 

were given a pretest and posttest. They were unaware 

they were in an experiment . The experinelt lasted for 

tm years. The experimental group used sentence canbining 

while the control group used traditional canposition with.out 
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this aid. The result was that sentence canbining helped 

the slCM students significantly in the treat::rrelt group 

while the better students did as well as the better students 

in the ccntrol group. The slCM students in the control 

group did less well than the slow students in the treatment 

group . Haskwell concluded sentence carbining is beneficial 

for slCM students. 6 

Janet Emig in 1971 did a research experiment using 

twelfth graders. She used a pretest and posttest treatment 

ccntrol design. She had 100 students divided into four 

classes. In two of the treat:m:nt groups, she used prewriting 

which gave the student the opportunity to collect and 

organize thoughts. Prewriting was done through brainstorm:i.ng, 

conversation or questioning. In the other tro groups, 

she taught canpositian by assigning a topic and having 

the students write. She concluded that prewriting results 

in significant improvem:nt in conposition. 7 

Thanas Gee in 1972 ~rked on an experiment concerning 

the students ' response to the teacher' s comnents. He 

used 139 eleventh grade students divided by I.Q. scores . 

He divided the 139 students into three groups: high, 

average, and lCM. He then divided these three groups 

into subgroups; those mo received praise, those who 

received criticism, and those who received no ccmnents. 

The experime?llt l asted four ~eks. '!he students received 

no corrposition instruction. They wrote once a week for 
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fifty minutes . Each group wrote on the same topic. The 

only difference between tre groups was that they received their 

graded canpositions from the tiIIY= before with ccmnents of 

praise or criticism or no carmmts. 

He then ran a survey of the students' feelings 

about writing. Those who received praise enj oyed writing. 

Those who didn't receive praise were negative about writing. 

He corrpared the improvem:nt of the four papers. Those 

who received praise improvedIDJre than those who didn't . 

He concluded that praise was a significant factor in 

. . 8 
canpos1.t1.on. 

Richard Thonpson did a nnre detailed experiment 

than Christenburg and Lanberg who researched peer editing 

in 1980. Thanpson suggested that students irrprove writing 

by using peer editing and peer grading. He also suggested 

tha de b d de . . . chg t stu nts can e use as gra rs ID ccmpos1.t1.on resear . 

Thoopson used nine different groups of college 

freshnen over a year's time. He gave the students criteria 

for grading and practice grading sessions . He used a 

cross-section method of grading in which different groups 

graded the same papers to check each grading group. Thanpson 

used students with a wide range of abilities. He used 

the Ia.IA Test of Educational Development, Test 7 , for 

all of his freslunan college students as a pretest and 

posttest so he could compare those who had peer editing 

and peer grading experience to those who did not. ~re 
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was a significant improvarent in the composition skills 

of those mo had been given the peer editing and peer 

grading experience. The peer graders also learned to 

replicate a panel of teachers' grades with at least 80 

percent accuracy. Thus, Thanpscn coo.eluded peer editing 

and grading was beneficial to the composition skills of 

the students.lo 

All of these studies provide some indication of 

practices that can work in teaching composition, but they 

don ' t give the entire an&Wer. Paul Van Blu:n states in 

"'Ihe Declining Quality of Student Writing at Berkeley, " 

that we haven't succeeded teaching composition traditionally 

since canposition scores have gone clown dramati cally in 

the last ten years. ',l l He then suggested that we find 

a better way to teach carrposition. A better way might 

be the Bay Area Writing Project Method. It includes pnwriting, 

sentence corrbining, stinuli to senses, peer editing, self

editing, audience writing, gramnar and literature in relation 

to writing, positive praise , truthful language, rewriting, 

and teacher writing. At the present ti.Ire, the Carnegie 

Corporati on of New York has funded an evaluation study 

under the direction of Michael Scriven. This study is 

to determine the impact of the Bay Area Writing Project 

Method on the quality of student writing. The method 

used for evaluation is to collect writing san:ples from 

students of participants in the invitational Sl11IIa" program and 

of comparable teachers not taking part in the S\.ltm:er program. 
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Assuming that the quality of students remains fairly stable 

in both groups, or at least that changes are randomly 

distributed, instructional :i.nprovement resulting £ran 

the Invitational Si.mner Instittute should be reflected 

in an increase in the quality of writing sarq:>l es col lected 

from the participants ' students before taking part in 

the workshop and after taking part in the work shop. 
12 

Perhaps, the results of this study will answer many questions. 

Until then, we as teacher"S nrust evaluate The Bay Area 

Writing Project 'Method fran personal teaching experience 

or fran endorsements of certain aspects of the Bay Area 

Writing Project 'Method by researchers and experts of canposition. 

The Dartm:mth Conference, the Anglo-Anerican Seminar 

in the Teaching and Leaming of English held in 1976, 

gave such an endorsement of the Bay Area Writing Project. 

The Briti sh educators shared many of the sane ideas as 

the Bay Project. Language should be used to express personal 

experience of living, and gramnar should not be isolated 

from writing but taught in conjtmction with it. The Dat:t::rrouth 

Conference also stre ssed that lIDre writing should be done 

and shared with an audience--the other students.
13 

Another of the aspects used in the Bay Area Project, 

peer editing is supported by o;o of the nost distinguished 

authorities in corrposition, Janes Moffett and Betty Wagner, 

in their book, Student Centered Language Arts and Reading . 

Moffett and Wagner state that the peers should be taught to 
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edit by giving them definite criteria to respond to. This 

was one of the procedures used by Richard Thanpson in 

his peer editing and peer grading research in 1981. Moffett 

and Wagner further state that the crnmients ma.de by the 

peer editors should be ccnstructive and divided into three 

categories : encouraging CCIIIIElts for improveIIE1t, cortITEUts 

on content, and suggestions for improverrents . Moffett 

believes that with peer editing the students could write 

more often and learn to self-edit their own papers. Th.ere 

would be quicker feedback, and the students would be writing 

for an audience. Thus , he feels the students would improve 

• -L • • • kill 14 1n uteir wn..t1ng s s . 

Ken Macrorie is another expert who believes in 

the validity of peer editing. In UpTaught, he states 

that peer editing broadens the writer's audience and beccmes 

a p~rful rrotivater. He also writes about "Engfish," 

an artifical discourse students write for English teachers . 

He feels that the answer is to emphasize personal experiences .
15 

In Tell:ing Writing, Macrorie encourages teachers to raise 

the level of truthtelling in a class; to use the authentic 

voice of the students in writing and not that of the teacher ' s; 

and to create a seminar or workshop where the students 

help each other through peer editing, being an audience, 

and providing constructive criticism. He also suggests 

the teacher write and share his WJ:iting with the student 

group and allCM the group to edit the teacher's work. 
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Macrorie advocates a suggestion offered by previous teachers-

publish the best writing so students can see it and feel 

pride in their efforts. He believes that this will help 

the students to see where they need :improvement. 16 In 

another book, Writing To Be Read, he nakes a strong point 

for free writing. Stu.den ts should write as they speak, 

using freedan of expression and language that is true 

to them and not to the English teacher . 17 

David M. Murray enoorses mmy of the Bay Area' s 

methods in A Writer Teaches Writing. ~ teacher should 

be responsive, give his students an audience, be will ing 

to be flexible, write with his students, teach peer edit:ing 

and self-editing, not grade the entire paper but give 

only one area of suggested :improvement at a time, praise 

the student, a:nphasize rewriting, and stress the student's 

use of truth in language.
18 

Carl Koch and James M. Brazil give the same endorsement 

in Strategies for Teaching ~ Composition Process . They 

a:nphasize prewriting by using literature, sense stinuli, 

brainstorming, and questioning in IlllCh the same way Janet 

Fiirl.g did in her prewriting research in 1971. 1hey rrove 

fran prewriting to writing mere sentence ca:nbining 

is used, and grammr is taught in conjtmction with canposition 

in a ma:rmer simil ar to Warren E. Coohs in his sentence 

camining and traditional granmrr research in 1967 . Koch 

and Brazil also stress organization in thought. From 
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this step, they move to postwriting. Peer editing and 

sensibility to an audience occurs. After this, rewriting 

is done, and praise occurs for the finished product in 

rruch the same way Thcmrn Gee advocated praising the student 

in his study in 1972.
19 

David A. Sohn in Pictures for Writing advocates 

the Bay Area aspect of learning the entire truth thrrugh 

the stimuli of photographs and other literature . He also 

en:phasizes seeing, looking at the whole, daily writing, 

writing in a diary, and rewriting. 20 

Peter Elbow's controversial Writing Without Teachers 

suggests free writing exercises, diaries, and peer editing. 

He stresses truth and no fear in writing. Often students 

are afraid to write because of the teacher ' s red mrrks 

and expectations, but if the student is writing to an 

appropriate audience and has no fear, he will be able 

to write freely. Elbow says that rewriting is necessary, 

and editing is necessary after the creative process . 21 

'lltere are many experts , MJff ett , Wagner, Macrorie , 

MJrray, Koch, Brazil, Solm and Elbow who can provide sane 

indication of practices that can work in teaching canposition. 

There are many ccnclusion.s drawn from research that we 

can review. One is Harris' study in 1963 that traditional 

gramrar cbesn' t help cooposition. 22 Another is Gage's 

conclusion in 1963 that reading literature does help the 

writing process. 23 Still another study by Arnold and 
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Burtcn in 1963 found that peer editing, writing, discussion, 

and revision are useful. 24 In 1976 , Ccmbs proved that 

students can gain greater flexibil ity in writing through 

• • ---1..· • al . 25 J expen.ence m cuuummg or termg sentences. anet 

Emig in 1971 revealed the importance of prewriting26 while 

Gee discovered tre value of praise in ccxrposition in his 

study in 1972 .27 

All of these studies and experts validate aspects 

of the Bay Area Writing Project. Th.e Bay Area Writing 

Project includes the aspects of prewriting, sentence corrbining, 

stimuli to senses, peer editing, self-editing, audience 

writing, granm:1r and literature in rel ation to CCII1position, 

positive praise , truthful l anguage, rewriting, and teacher 

writing. 'llrus , if the experts and the research are correct , 

the Bay Area Writing Project nay be a culmination of all 

their conclusions. 
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CHAP1ER III 

ME:TIIOD 

Purpose 

This a:udy is a comparison of the Bay Area Writing 

Project Method with the traditicnal writing rrethod. The 

researcher has hypothesized that students who have been 

taught by the Bay Area Writing ~thod would score higher 

on holistic grading of a paper ranging £rem three to five 

paragraphs in length than students mo have been taught 

under the traditional writing irethod. 

The Bay Area Writing Method is a procedure advocated 

by James Gray and Miles 11fers from the University of California 

Berkeley. It consists of inservice training for the 

composition teachers in the areas of prewriting, sentence 

combining, stimuli to senses, peer editing, self-editing, 

audience writing, gramrar and literature in relation to 

writing, positive praise, truthful language, rewriting, 

and teacher writing. 

The traditional writing irethod is one in vttlch 

the teacher assigns a topic, gives a definite time period 

for the paper to be turned in, and then grades the paper 

for all errors without giving explicit composition explanation. 

21 
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Instead, she might refer to a grarcmrr rule and not explain 

how it was used in the composition. The teacher marks 

all of these errors and makes ccmrents but no suggestions 

for i.n:provement. 

Subjects 

The population sampled was the junior class of 

St. Charles West High School, a relatively new school 

built in 1975. According to the evaluation of the North 

Central Association in October, 1980, the students were 

suburban and caire from a background of lower-middle to 

higher-middle class socio-econcmically. St. Charles West 

has a population of 1200 students and is predaninantly 

white in student population. 

Junior English is required by the school board 

for all 412 junior students. 1he students were randa:nly 

placed in English classes by a conputer. The ccmputer 

does not group English students according to ability or 

any other ireans. The researcher taught two classes of 

junior English, each C01I¥)Osed of twenty-four students. 

These classes were taught first and fifth periods. To 

complete the random selection, the researcher flipped 

a coin to decide which group would be the treat:Iralt group 

and lt.hi.ch group would be t:re crntrol group. The first 

hour class was the treatment group which was taught corq>osition 

by using the Bay Area Writing Method, and the fifth hour 
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class was the control group which was taught canposition 

by using the traditional nethod and Warriner's English 

Granmrr and Canposition textbook. (See list of natierals 

under Appendix A. ) 

Testing 

All students were. given a pretest and posttest 

writing assigrnrent which was given during the first thirty 

minutes of the class period. 'The examiner gave instructions 

that the students were to read the directions of the test 

and to follow them. 'The examiner notified the students 

they were to put only their phone nunbers on the paper -

and to place no other identifying narks on the paper. 

She then told them they ~uld have thirty minutes to complete 

the test. As they wrote, the examiner walked around the 

roan supervising the students and making certain they 

fallowed the directions about identification . All students 

wrote on the topic of choosing an inanimate object that 

was precious to them. Th.ey were to describe the object 

and to explain its personal value to than in three to 

five paragraphs . 

All papers were graded holistical ly by two of 

eleven teachers who had been trained to use the holistic 

method. Holistic grading is the ranking of papers by 

ThO teachers who decide which papers in the group are 

the best papers, vm.ich papers in the group are the average 

papers, and mi.ch papers in the group are the poorest 

papers. 
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The ranking ranges frcm a low of O to a high of 6 . The 

highest rank each teacher is allowed to give is a 6, and 

the lowest rank is a 0. In this experitrent, the rankings 

of two teachers were added together. Thus, the range 

of final scores on the students' papers was a low of 0 

and a high of 12. 'Ihe teacher established a rubric or 

standard to judge tie papers by choosing a sampling of 

the 412 papers to be graded. After grading the sample 

papers accoriling to the established criteria, the teachers 

established a rubric for this universe of 412 papers. 

The teacher then ranked all of the papers according to 

the rubric created by the sampling. (See Appendix B.) 

The 412 papers -were mixed together, and the teachers 

continually changed grading partners. '1he students were 

identified by phone nunber so no teacher recognized \\hose 

paper he or she graded. 'lhe papers were graded by the 

criteria of how well the student (A) followed the topic 

sentence, (B) used different sentence cmstruction, (C) 

used examples, (D) organized thoughts in a logical progression, 

and (E) used proper irechanics. 1he teachers uade no corrections; 

they only ranked the papers. (See Appendix B.) 

Procedures 

The students were assigned to the experiirental 

and control classes by the canputer. '!here were two classes 

of twenty-four students . ~ class mi.ch received the 

treatment was determined by a flip of the coin. Thus, 
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there was less danger of tre Hawthorne effect even though 

the teacher knew of the experiment. The experimenter 

received inservice training in the Bay Area Writing Project . 

She had taught the traditional method for fourteen years. 

Tirus, she was prepared to handle both methods . The experimenter 

taught both the treatment and the control groups. Therefore, 

the problem of ca:nparing two different teaching perscnalities 

was eliminated. 

The experim:!nt lasted for ten weeks. The research 

design was Pretest-Posttest Control-Group Design. This 

meant both the treatrnent group and the control group were 

given a pretest and a posttest. The treatment group was 

given the treatment of being taught canposition by the 

Bay Area Writing ~thod. The control group was given 

no treatment and was taught composition in the traditiooal 

trethod. 

Both treatment and control groups were required 

by the St. Charles School Board to follcw the required 

gramnar and COtll)OSition objectives for the first serrester 

of the junior year. The treatment group was required 

by the examiner to foll<M Bay Area Writing objectives. 

'Ihus, the only difference between what was taught the 

two groups was the added Bay Area Writing objectives taught 

to the treatrnent group. (See Appendix A. ) 

Description of Teaching Procedures 

Both the treatrnent group and the control group 
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wrote ten papers . The treatment group was assigned longer 

and rrore corrpli cated papers . The control group was assigned 

papers of one paragraph ranging from five to ten sentences 

in l ength , while the treatlrent group wrote papers ranging 

from one paragraph to nul t i-paragraph papers three or 

r:rore pages in l ength. 

The ccntrol group wrote descriptive paragraphs 

only. They found five of their topies in Warriner's exerci ses . 

They followed the exampl es given in Warriner' s in writing 

their paragraphs . The teacher gave them five additional 

assigned descriptive paragraphs to write. She again gave 

them exampl es from Warriner' s. to follow. 

The f irst assi gnrrent for the treatlrent group was 

to write a descriptive narrative paragraph after being 

exposed to touch stinulus , the apple , and to the prewriting 

methods of discussion and an exarrple of teacher writing. 

They then ~re exposed to sight stirm:tl.us , a cartoon, and 

to the prewri ting method of discussion to help them write 

the seccnd paper, a narrative using dialogue. The third, 

fourth, and fifth papers -were exampl es of poetry or free 

writing. The students had the advantage of being stinn.llated 

by listening to a record and seeing a film. They also 

enccm1tered the prewrit ing experiences of discussion and 

brainstorming . After an accUtt1.1lation of sight and sound 

stirruli and the prewriting experiences of discussion and 

brainstorming, the treatlnent group wrote the sixth paper, 
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an expository paper which included examples of poetry 

and free writing. The seventh paper was still a different 

type of canposition, a script. The students were stimulated 

by seeing a film and discussing it . Their assignIIElt 

was to write the ending for the film in script fonn. The 

last three papers were descriptive narrative papers. The 

students discussed ideas after the teacher shared her 

examples of writing with them. 

The treatment group had nore varied experiences 

than the control group. The control students were only 

exposed to Warriner's textbook, lecture and explanation 

of the teacher, and the nore rigid peer interchange of 

a traditional classroan. The treatn:ait students -were 

exposed to stimlli such as records, films , and pictures, 

prewriting experiences such as discussion and brainstorming, 

sentence canbining, peer editing, audience writing, positive 

praise, truthful language, sharing teach writing, and 

seeing the results of a finished writing project on videotape. 

Both treatm2Ilt and central groups were taught 

the same required granmar and canposition objectives, 

but the m:thod differed. The control group learned gramnar 

by doing exercises :in Warriner' s and by doing teacher

prepared worksheets. The treatment groups l earned grammr 

through sentence carbining, peer editing , and the class 

correction of errors in canposition. The control group 

learned canposition through examples from Warriner's 
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and teacher explanation mile the treanrent group learned 

corrposition through teacher writing, peer editing, self

editing, and presentation . (See Appendix A for more detailed 

lesson plans. ) 

Tine Schedule 

'Il1e experirrEnt started the first week of school 

and ended the tenth week of the first serrester. 'llie pretest 

was achninistered the first week of school, and the posttest 

was achninistered the tenth week of school. 

Limitations 

Since all students were acininistered a pretest 

and a posttest and the research for both treatrrent group 

and control group was done at the same time, both the 

control and treatment groups were equally exposed to any 

envirornrental events in the school, to physical, eimtional 

and intellectual maturing , and to any influence of the 

testing itself. The teachers were trained in holistic 

grading, the identity of the students was unknown, and 

the same trained teachers did both gradings and used the 

same criteria; therefore, there were no inconsistencies 

in the testing or the graders. Scrae other factors mi.ch 

could have influenced the results of the experiment were 

rerroved by random selection of the students and the use 

of a control group. 

There were still factors that could not be controlled 

for. The1:1e was no way to insure that all students possessed 
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the same previous writing skills. This was certainly 

indicated vfuen the experinEnter corrpared the treat:mmt 

group ' s pretest to the control group' s pretest. There 

was no way to control for teacher bias since the experimenter 

was also the teacher and was obviously interested in the 

results. Another limitation was in the ten week span 

of the experiment. This was too short of a tine to see 

definite trends in an area as extensive as composition. 

The experiment covered several variables vmich made it 

difficult to detennine which variables were major influences 

in composition. There was also the possibility of an 

interaction of the variables which could influence the 

attitudes of the students and the researcher. 
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RESULTS 

A! test of dependent sampl es was used to compare 

pretest and posttest scores for both the treatment group 

and the control group. Resul ts are shown in Tables 1 

and 2 belCM. 

TABLE 1 

t 'lEST FOR 'IBEA'IMENT ffiOUP 

Mean d (d-d) d t 

Pretest 5.88 

Posttest 7.96 

Results -48 160 - 2.0 6 .96 -1.41 

TABLE II 

t 'IEST FOR CDNI'ROL GROUP 

Mean d (d-d) d Sd t -
Pretest 7.04 

Posttest 7.79 

Results -18 202.28 0. 75 9.06 - .53 

30 
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It was asstm:!d that a significant amount of improvement 

would occur in both groups purely as a result of ten weeks 

of either method of instruction . The result shc:Med statistically 

there was no significant ~rovement for either group. 

There was i.mproveirent in both groups, but the improvemmt 

would have had to reach the range of+ 1.96 before it 

would void the null hypothesis that the pretest scores 

were equal to the posttest scores . 

A! test of independent samples was used to corrpare 

the pretest scores of the trea1:m:!nt group with the pretest 

scores of the control group. See the results in Table 

3. 

TABIB 3 

t 'IEST FOR 'IRFA1MENr AND CXNIROL CfilJUPS PRE'IEST 

Treatrrfilt 

Central 

Results 

M2!an of X 

5.88 

7.04 

s2 

7.76 

9.52 

df 

46 

t 

-1.40 

It was interesting to note the difference between 

the mean score of the treatmmt group and the control 

group. The ! results was -1. 40 at the pretest level 

before any instruction had been given. Thus, this ~uld 

indicate that the treatment group entered into the 

experiment at a lower level of writing skills. The treatment 
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group and the control group were not entering the experiment 

at the same l evel of corrpetence. Statistically the!_ 

score did not reach the range of + 1. 96. This doesn ' t 

mean that there was no difference between the t:wo groups; 

it only IIEans there was not enough difference to be significant 

statistically. 

A t test of independent samples was also used 

to compare the posttest scores of the treatment group 

with the posttest scores of the control group . The results 

are shavn in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

t 'IEST FOR 1REATMENT AND CDNTROL rnDUPS PRETEST 

Treatment 

Control 

Results 

Mean of X 

7. 96 

7.79 

s2 

5.34 

6.43 

df t 

46 0.25 

The average score for the treatment group's prete.st 

was 5.88 vtdle the average score for the control group's 

pretest was 7. 04 which indicates the groups were unequal 

in writing skill s at the beginning of the experiment. 

The average score for the treatment group's posttest was 

7.96 whie the average score of the control group ' s posttest 

was 7. 79. 'Ihus , it \vOUld appear that the treatment group 

surpassed the obstacle of looer previous writing skills 
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with the aid of the Bay Area Writing ~thod to overcome 

the superior previous writing skill s of the control group. 

A graph tIEkes the differences nnre apparent. (See Table 

5.) 

TABLE 5 

MEAN gx)RES FOR IBErEsrs AND rosrrnsrs 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 
2 

1 

PRETEST 

7.96 
7. 79 

POSTI'EST 

- COOI'ROL 

--- TRFA'IMENT 

Fifteen students in the treatment group increased 

their scores mile twelve students in the control group 

did. Five students in the treatment group mtintained 

the same scores whil e six students in the_control group did. 

'Iherefore, a total of twenty students in the treatment 

group were hel ped or not hindered by being in the treatment 

group while only eighteen students ~re helped or not 

hindered by being in the central group. Individual student 

scores and ccmputations are shCMn in Appendix C. 



CHAPlER V 

CXNCUJSIOOS 

The experi.m:nter concluded after corrparing the 

in:provement of the treatment group ' s pretest!_ scores 

and posttest .t scores to that of the control group ' s pretest 

.t scores and posttest t scores that the Bay Area Writing 

Method is rrore successful than the traditional method 

in teaching canposition, even though significant results 

were not found in this study. 

The researcher gave an infonnal writing assignrrEnt 

that required the students of both groups to evaluate 

the ten weeks of the experinHJ.t and to relate their personal 

feelings about canposition and grarrmar. M::>re than 80 

percent of tre treattnent group gave positive evaluations 

while only 45 percent of the control group gave positive 

evaluations. The researcher also checked with the guidance 

department and found that over 33 percent rrore of the 

treatnEnt group signed up for another canposition course 

for the next year. '!his may have been due to the students' 

and the teacher's enthusiasm for the variety offered in 

the Bay Area Writing 11:thod, but the researcher concluded 

that the affective qualities of positiveness and enthusiasm 

34 
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Lesson Plans and Objectives 
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Required School Board Objectives For Both Groups 

Gramnar 

1 . The student will be able to identify the 8 parts of 

speech and the :functions of each. 

2 . The student will be able to identify the parts of 

a sentence. 

3 . The student will be able to classify sentences by 

purpose. 

4. The student will be able to identify phrases. 

5. The student will be able to identify verbals and verbal 

phrases. 

6. 1he student will be able to identify appositive and 

appositive phrases. 

7. The student will be able to identify various types 

of clauses. 

8 . The student will be able to classify sentences by 

structure. 

Canposit ion 

1. The student will be able to express ideas in canplete 

sentences. 

2. The student will be able to compose a canpound sentence. 

3 . 'Ihe student will be able to subordinate less important 

ideas by using subordinate clauses . 

4. The student will be able to subordinate less i.rrportant 

ideas by using phrases. 
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5. The student will be able to detoonstrate ability to 

vary sentence patterns. 

6 . ~ student will be able to denrmstrate the use of 

paral lel structure. 

7. '!he student will be able to compose a paragraph containing 

a topic sentence and at least five supporting sentences. 

8. ~ student will be able to conpose a paragraph that 

is correct in mechanics, spelling, and grarrmar and 

is in legible hanooiting. 

Bay Writing Objectives Required for Treabrent Group 

1. 'Ire student will be able to respond to sti.m.lli. 

2. The student will be able to prewrite . 

3. The student will be able to peer edit. 

4 . The student will be able to self edit. 

5. The student will be able to rewrite. 

6. The student will be able to write for an audience. 

7 . The student will write for positive praise. 

8. The student will be able to use truthful language. 

9. 'lhe student will receive reinforcement. 

10. ~ student will have something to shav for his effort. 

Lesson Plans for Control Group 

Grarrmar (Six Weeks) 

Day 1 -- Activities: 

Read page 3 in Warriner ' s English Gramnar and 

Cooposition book. Assign the students the diagnostic 
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test on page 4. Read the directions and gi. ve the students 

ten minutes to ch the test. Allow each student to grade 

his own paper and correct his errors mile tre teacher 

goes over the test. The teacher should record the diagnostic 

scores as a means of checking improvanent at tre end of 

the chapter. The teacher should define and explain nouns 

and prOI101.ms. ~ stuclents should read pages 5-8 in the 

text. The teacher should then answer questions and give 

examples. Each student should do Exercise 1 on page 8. 

Day 1 - - Objectives covered: 

'lhe students should be able to identify a noun 

or pronoun. The students should be aware of the different 

kinds of nouns and pronouns. 

Day 2 -- Activities: 

For the first thirty minutes of the period, the 

students take the canposition pretest. The teacher follows 

the experim::ntal procedure. After the pretest, students 

check and correct Exercise 1 as individual students give 

the correct an.Swers with explanation. The teacher should 

anSwer any questions. 'lhe teacher should then define 

and explain the use of adjectives . The students should 

read pages 9-10 in the text and be assigned Exercise 2 

on page 10. 

Day 2 - - Objectives covered: 

The students should be able to identify an adjective 

and to recognize the use of an adjective. 
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Day 3 -- Activities: 

Students correct and check harework as individual 

students give the correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions . 'lhe teacher should 

define and explain verbs and adverbs. The students should 

read pages 11-16 in the text and be assigned Exercises 

3 , 4 , and 5 on pages 14- 17. 

Day 3 -- Objectives covered : 

'Ihe students should be able to identify verbs 

and adverbs. 

Day 4 - - Activities : 

Students correct and check hanework as individual 

students give the correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions . The teacher should 

define and explain prepositions , conjunctions , and interjections. 

The students should read pages 18-23 in the text and be 

assigned Exercises 6, and 7 and Review Exercises on pages 

19- 23. 

Day 4 Objectives covered: 

The students should be able to do required granmar 

objective 1 which is identifying the 8 parts of speech 

and the functions of each. 

Day 5 -- Acti vities: 

Students correct and check hc:m:!work as individual 

students give the correct answer with expl anation. The 

teacher should answer any questions. The last thirty 

minutes of the period, the students will take a test over 
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Chapter 1 fran Warriner's English Gramnar and Canposition 

Test Booklet. 

Day 5 -- Objectives covered: 

'!be students should be able to do required gramra.r 

objective 1. 

Day 6 -- Activities: 

'Ille students will receive their corrected test . 

The teacher will answer any questions . 'Ihe students will 

return their test to the teacher. The teacher will read 

page 24 aloud fran the text and assign the Diagnostic 

Test on page 25. The students will have ten minutes to 

corrplete the test. The students will check and correct 

their papers as t~ teacher goes over the correct answers . 

'Ihe teacher will keep a record of the scores as a canparison 

for improvement at the end of the chapter. The teacher 

will define a sentence and explain what a subject and 

predicate is. The students will read pages 25- 29 in the 

text and be assigned Exercise 1 on page 29. 

Day 6 -- Objectives covered: 

The students will be able to identify the types 

of subjects and predicates in a sentence. The students 

will be able to define a sentence. 

Day 7 -- Activities : 

Students correct and check ha:nev."Ork as individual 

students give the correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions. The teacher will 
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def:ine and expl ain complenEn.ts. The students will read 

pages 31-36 :in the text and be assigned Exercises 2, 3 

and Review Exerci ses on pages 33-36. 

Day 7 - - Objectives covered: 

1he students will be able to define and to identify 

the different types of ca:nplanents. 

Day 8 -- Activities: 

Students check and correct hanework as individual 

students give tre correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions. Each student is 

assigned to write ten original sentences with at least 

six of them having canplanents . After this is done , the 

students exchange papers. Each student nust then lIDder line 

the subject once, the verb twice, and the compl anent three 

tilies . He returns the paper back to the original writer 

who then checks it. The teacher then has each student 

write one of his sentences on the board with the subject 

tmderlined mce, verb twice, and complanent three times. 

The sentences are discussed by the class and teach.er . 

Day 8 -- Objectives covered: 

'!he students are able to do r equired granmar objective 

2 which i s identifying the parts of a sentence. 

Day 9 -- Activities : 

The teacher explains the cl assification of sentences 

according to their purposes. Students read pages 36-

37 :in the text. Each student is assigned to write twelve 
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sentences, three of each type without using end punctuation. 

The students trade papers. Each student mJSt write the 

classification beside the sentences and add end punctuation. 

The papers are returned to original a-mers who then grade 

them. Each student IIUst put one sentence of each type 

on the board. The class and the teacher discuss than. 

Day 9 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required granmrr objective 

3 which is to classify sentences by purpose. 

Day 10 -- Activities: 

Students take a test from test booklet Chapter 

2 during the first thirty minutes. Students exchange 

test and grade than as the teacher gives the correct answers. 

Students see their corrected test. Teacher answers any 

questions . Students retUJ:n test to teacher. 

Day 10 -- Cbjectives covered: 

The students are able to do reguired grarmar 

objectives 2 and 3. 

Day 11 - - Activities: 

'1h.e teacher reads page 40 from the text aloud 

and assigns tha diagnostic test to the students. 'The 

students are given ten minutes to complete it. The students 

check and correct their papers as the teacher gives the 

correct answers and explanations. 'The teacher keeps record 

of their scores for canparison purposes at the end of 

the chapter. The teacher defines a phrase and introduces 
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the prepositional phrase. The students read pages 40-

44 in text and are assigned Exercises 1 and 2 on pages 

41 and 42. 

Day 11 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to define a phrase and to 

identify a prepositional phrase. 

Day 12 -- Activities: 

StuCEilts correct and check h.otnswork as individual 

students give the correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions . Teacher will define 

and explain verbal and participle phrases. Students will 

read pages 44-46 in text and be assigned Exercises 3 and 

4 on pages 46-48 . 

Day 12 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to define a verbal and 

identify a participle phrase. 

Day 13 -- Activities : 

Students correct and check hanework as individual 

students give the correct an&"Wer with explanation. The 

teacher should answer any questions. The teacher assigns 

each student to write ten original sentences with participles. 

The students exchange papers . Then each student must 

under line the participle and its phrase. The papers are 

returned to the original owners mo check than. F.ach 

student nust take turns writing sentences on the board 

where they are checkea--by ~the class. 
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Day 13 Cbjectives covered: 

Students are able to identify and to write a 

participle phrase. 

Day 14 -- Activities : 

Teacher defines and explains the genmd and its 

phrase . The teacher explains the difference between participles 

and genmds. The students read pages 48-50 and are assigned 

Exercise 5 on page 49. After the students do the exercise, 

students check and correct their papers as individual 

students give the correct answer with explanation. The 

teacher answers any questions the students may have and 

writes extra exanples on the board. 

Day 14 -- Cbjectives covered: 

Students are able to identify gerund phrases and 

to distinguish between gerund and participle phrases . 

Day 15 -- Activities: 

Teacher has students write ten sentences each. 

These sentences IIDst contain a gerund phrase. The students 

then take turns writing tre sentences on the board while 

the class as a whole works on finding the genmd and its 

phrase. 

Day 15 Cbjectives cover ed: 

Students are able to identify gerund phrases. 

Day 16 -- Activities: 

Teacher gives students a worksheet ccntaming 

participle phrases, prepositional phrases, and gerund 

phrases. The students are to underline the phrases and 
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identify the type of phrase that it is . 'The students 

may use the teacher , notes and their books as sources . 

After the students conplete the worksheet, they correct 

and check it as individual students give the correct answer 

and explanation. 'The teacher answers any questions and 

assigns each student to write fifteen sentences, five 

with prepositional phrases, five with participle phrases, 

and five with gerund phrases. 

Day 16 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to identify and to distinguish 

prepositional phrases, participle phrases, and gerund 

phrases. 

Day 17 -- Activities: 

Students take turns writing their sentences an 

the board. Teacher calls an different students to find 

the phrases and to identify them. 'Ibe class discusses 

the sentences and t'he answers. 

Day 17 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to identify and distinguish 

prepositional phrases, participle phrases, and gerund 

phrases. 

Day 18 -- Activities: 

Teacher gives students three worksheets on phrases. 

They are able to use the teacher, books, and notes as 

sources. After the worksheets are canpleted, individual 

students write the sentences and their answers on the 

board. The class discusses the answers. 
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Day 18 Cbjectives covered: 

1h.e students are able to identify and to distinguish 

prepositional phrases, participle phrases, and gerund 

phrases. 

Day 19 -- Activities: 

Teacher defines and explains the infinitive and 

its phrase. She explains how they differ fran other phrases. 

Students are to read pages 51-52 in the text and to be 

assigned Exercise 6 and Review Exercise A on pages 52-

54. 

Day 19 -- Objectives covered: 

'lhe students are able to identify an infinitive 

and its phrase and to distinguish the differences between 

the infinitive and other phrases. 

Day 20 -- Activities: 

Students correct and check their hanework as individual 

students give the correct an&Wer with explanation. Teacher 

answers any questions. Teacher assigns each student to 

write twenty sentences, five with prepositional phrases, 

five with participle phrases, five with genmd phrases, 

and five with infinitive phrases. 

Day 20 -- Objectives covered: 

1he students are able to identify prepositional 

phrases and verbal phrases. 

Day 21 -- Activities: 

Students take turns writing sentences on the board. 

Teacher calls on different students to find and to identify 
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phrases. The class and teacher discuss the sentences 

and answers. 

Day 21 - - Objectives covered: 

'Ihe students are able to do required gramnar objective 

5 which is to identify verbals and verbal phrases . 

Day 22 -- Activities: 

Teacher explains and defines the appositive and 

its phrase . Teacher distinguishes between the appositive 

and all other phrases. Students read pages 54-55 and 

are assigned Review Exercise B page 55. After students 

finish the exercise, they check and correct their papers 

as individual students give the correct answer and explanation. 

Teacher answers any questions. 

Day 22 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required granmrr objectives 

4, 5, and 6 which are to identify phrases, to identify 

verbals and verbal phrases, and to identify appositive 

and appositive phrases. 

Day 23 -- Activities: 

Students take test from test booklet Chapter 3 

for the first thirty minutes. Students exchange tests 

and grade than as teacher gives the correct answers. The 

students receive graded test back. The teacher answers 

any questions. The test is collected by the teacher. 

Day 23 -- (l)jectives covered: 

The students are able to do required graamrr 

objectives 4, 5, and 6. 
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Day 24 -- Activities: 

Teacher reads page 56 aloud and assigns the Diagnostic 

Test page 57. Students are allaved ten minutes to corrplete 

the test. After finishing the test, students grade and 

correct papers as teacher gives the correct answers and 

explanations. Teacher records scores for canparison at 

end of chapter. Teacher defines and explains clauses. 

She gives ex.arrples of independent and subordinate clauses. 

Students read pages 57-58 and are assigned Exercise 1 

on page 58. After the students finish the exercise , they 

grade and correct i t as individual students give the correct 

answer and explanantion. The teacher answers any questions 

and assigns students pages 59 and 60 to read. 

Day 24 -- Objectives covered : 

The students are able to define and to dist inguish 

between independent and dependent clauses. 

Day 25 -- Activities: 

Teacher explains adjective subordinate clauses. 

She assigns Exercise 2 to the students . After students 

finish exercise, they check and correct their papers as 

individual students give the correct answer and explanation. 

Teacher answers any questions and gives rrore examples 

on the board. Teacher assigns each student to write f ive 

original sentences with adjective clauses. 

Day 25 -- Objectives covered: 

'!he students are able to identify adjective clauses. 
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Day 26 -- Activities: 

Student s write their sentences on the board. Other 

students find the clause. Class and teacher discuss sentences 

and answers . Teacher defines and explains noun clauses. 

She gives exarrples on the board. She explains how the 

noun clause differs £ran the adjective clause. Students 

read pages 61-63 and are assigned Exercise 3 on page 63 . 

Day 26 -- Objectives covered: 

Th.e students are able to identify noun cl auses 

and to distinguish between noun and adjective clauses. 

Day 27 -- Activities: 

Students check and correct their own papers as 

individual students give the correct answer with explanation. 

Teacher will answer any questions. Teacher defines and 

explains adverbial clauses. She gives exanples and explains 

how it differs from the noun and adjective clauses. The 

students read pages 63-65 and are assigned Exercise 4 

on page 66. The students are al so assigned to write fifteen 

sentences, five with adjective clauses, five with noun 

clauses, and five with adverbial clauses. 

Day 27 -- Objectives covered: 

Th.e students are able to do required grarnnar objective 

7 which is to identify various types of clauses. 

Day 28 -- Activities: 

Students check and correct their avn papers as 

individual students give the correct answer with explanation. 
oO°', 
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hOITEWOrk sentences on the board. Teacher calls on different 

students to find and to identify the clauses. Teacher 

and the class discuss sentences and answers. 

Day 28 - - Objectives covered: 

'Ihe students are able to do required granmar 

objective 7. 

Day 29 - - Activities: 

Teacher explains and defines sinple, canpound, 

canplex, and canpmmd- carrplex sentences. She shows the 

relationship of independent and subordinate clauses in 

making these sentences. Students read pages 67-69 and 

are assigned Exercises 5, 6, and Review EK.ercise. 

Day 29 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required grarrmar 

objective 8 which is to classify sentences by structure . 

Day 30 -- Activities: 

Students check and correct their h~rk as individual 

students give the correct an&Wer with explanation. Teacher 

answers any question over the entire chapter. She gives 

exanples of every thing covered in the chapter. 'Ihe last 

thirty minutes, students take test fran booklet over 

Chapter 4. 

Day 30 -- Objectives covered: 

'!he students are able to do required grarrmar objectives 

7 and 8. 
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Ca:rposition (Four Weeks) 

Day 31 -- Activities: 

lhe teacher will define and give an examples of 

the types of sentences . 

exampl es of fragtra1ts . 

The teacher will define and give 

Students will read pages 199-

202 and be assigned Exercises 1, 2, 3 , and 4 on pages 

200-205 . 

Day 31 Cl>jectives covered: 

1he students are able to identify and correct 

sentence fragments . 

Day 32 - - Activities: 

The students will check and correct their hanework 

as individual students give the correct answer and explanation. 

Teacher will answer any questions. Teacher will define 

and give examples of nm-on sentences. She will show 

the students hav to recogniz,e and correct than. The students 

will read pages 206-208 in the text and be assigned Exercises 

5 and 6 on pages 208-212. She will assign the students 

to write four original sentences: one si.rrpl e sentence, 

one canpound sentence, one canplex sentence, and one compound

canplex sentence. 

Day 32 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required canposition 

objective 1 which is to express ideas in canplete sentences . 

Day 33 -- Activities: 

Students will check and correct their own papers 

as individual students give the correct answer and explanation. 
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The teacher answers any questions. Students will write 

their original sentences on the board. Teacher will call 

on students to identify the type and to dete.."'inin.e -whether 

or not the sentence is a sentence or -whether it is a run

on. Both teacher and class will discuss sentences and 

answers. 

Day 33 Objectives covered: 

'lhe students are able to do required composition 

objective 1. 

Day 34 - - Activities: 

Teacher will introduce and explain the use of 

coordinating conjunctions. Teacher will carbine sentences 

with the use of the conjunctions. Students will read 

pages 213-214 and be assigned to write f ive sets of tID 

related simple sentences. They will exchange papers. 

Each student nust cormect each set with the use of an 

appropriate coordinating conjunction. The paper will 

be returned to the owner who will check the conjunctions. 

Then these sentences will be put on the board mere the 

teacher and class can discuss than. 

Day 34 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required ccmposition 

objective 2 which is to carrpose a ccmpound sentence. 

Day 35 -- Activities : 

Teacher introduces the subordinate ccnjunction. 

She shows hCM it is used to introduce subordinate clauses. 
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She explains subordinates clauses are not as important 

as independent clauses. She writes two related sentences 

on the board and then crnbines them by rnak:i..ng the less 

important idea into a subordinate clause. Students read 

pages 2U-220 and are assigned Exercises 1, 2 , and 3 on 

pages 216-222 . 

Day 35 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required canposition 

objective 3 which is to subordinate less important ideas 

by using subordinate clauses . 

Day 36 -- Activities : 

Students check and correct banework as fello;v 

students read the correct answers with explanations. Teacher 

answers any questions. Teacher explains faulty ccnstruction 

and gives examples on the board. Students read page 222 

in text and are assigned Exercises 4, 5, and Revia,, Exercise 

on pages 222-225. 

Day 36 -- Obejctives covered: 

1he students are able to do required canposition 

objective 3. 

Day 37 -- Activities : 

Students check and correct hanework exercises 

as fella,,;r students read the correct answers with explanations. 

Teacher an&Wers any questions. Teacher cormects related 

sentences on the board by using the five different types 

of phrases. Teacher gives a vJOrksheet with ten sets of 
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two related sentences that must be cormected by taking 

the sentence conveying the idea of less i.rrportance and 

rrak:ing it a phrase. Teacher walks arotnd the roan helping 

students. After finishing the worksheet, the students 

exchange papers with fellow students and see how many 

different ways a sentence can be changed. The sentences 

are then put on the board and discussed by teacher and 

students. 

Day 37 - - Objectives covered: 

'lhe students are able to do required canposition 

objective 4 web is to subordinate less important ideas 

by using phrases. 

Day 38 -- Activities: 

Teacher gives students a worksheet ccmposed of 

fifteen sets of two related sentences. 1he students nust 

cOO'bine five sets with the use of coordinating ccnjunctions, 

five sets with the use of clauses, and five sets with 

the use of phrases. 'llie students may use notes, the text, 

and the teacher as a source. 'llie worksheet is graded 

and corrected by the students. 'lhen the students must 

write fifteen sentences, five ccxnpound, five complex, 

and five conpound-canplex . 

Day 38 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required canposition 

objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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Day 39 -- Activities: 

Students write individual sentences on the board. 

Teacher and students discuss sentences. Teacher reviews 

corrposition objectives covered so far . 

Day 39 - - Objectives covered : 

The students are able to do objectives 1, 2, 3, 

and 4. 

Day 40 -- Activities: 

Students take test from test booklet over sentences 

and sentence construction, Chapter 12, for first forty

five minutes. Students exchange papers and grade them 

while the teacher gives the correct answers. The papers 

are returned to students for questions. Teacher collects 

test. 

Day 40 -- Objectives covered. 

Students are able to do required objectives 1, 

2, 3, and 4. 

Day 41 -- Activities: 

Teacher expl ains natural and inverted sentence 

orders . Teacher gives exan:ples of natural and inverted 

simple, ccmplex, carpound, and compound-complex sentences . 

Teacher shows with the use of the overhead projector how 

phrases and clauses can be l!X)Ved from one side to the 

other of the word modified. Teacher explains parallel 

ccnstruction when phrases and clauses are canbined. She 

shCMs exa!Jl)les of sentences not having parallel construction. 
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She and the class correct these sentences . 1he teacher 

gives the students two worksheets, one bas twenty sentences 

that nust be inverted or changed to natural order, and 

the other has twenty sentences where phrases and clauses 

nust be rroved and the meaning of the sentence tmcbanged. 

Day 41 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required canposition 

objectives 5 and 6 which are to denxmstrate ability to 

vary sentence patterns and to demonstrate the use of parallel 

structure. 

Day 42 - - Activities: 

Students grade and correct worksheets as fellow 

students read the correct an&wers with the explanations . 

Teacher answers any questions . Teacher explains \\hat 

a topic sentence is. She shCMs examples of paragraphs 

with the use of the overhead projector. She and the student s 

find the topic sentences. Students read 259-262 and do 

Exercise 1 page 263. Teacher answers questions and allCMs 

different students t o read aloud their topic sentences 

for exercise. Students read 263-268. 

Day 42 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to identify and write a 

topic sentence. 

Day 43 -- Activities: 

Teacher explains the seven ways to develop a 

topic sentence . She gives examples of seven paragraphs 

on the overhead projector illustrating each way. She 
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gives ten roore paragraphs using the overhead. She and 

the students discuss and decide what is the topic sentence 

of each and how is each developed. She answers questions 

and assigns Exercises 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , and 7 on pages 

268-272. She gives directions for Exercises 2 and 3. 

Exercises 4, 5, 6 and 7 require writing one paragraph 

each. The teacher gives the students the criteria for 

writing a fonnal assignment. The students IID.lst have a 

rough draft, write legibly in ink and follow all rules 

of gramnar, trechanics, and spelling. 

Day 43 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required canposition 

objective 8 which is to canpose a paragraph that is correct 

in mechanics, spelling, and grarrmar and is in legible 

hanooiting. 

Day 44 -- Activities: 

Students check and correct haravork as fellow 

students read the correct answer with explanation. Students 

tum. in Exercises 4, 5, 6 , and 7. Teacher assigns students 

to write a paragraph with a topic sentence AND AT LFAST 

FIVE SUPPORTING SENTENCES. This paper must follow the 

criteria for a fornal paper. The teacher then grades 

Exercises 4, 5, 6, and 7 for all errors and helps any 

students who comes to her desk. 

Day 44 - - Objectives covered: 

'Ihe students are able to do required canposition 

objectives 7 and 8 . 
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Day 45 -- Activities: 

Teacher returns graded Exercises 4, 5 , e, and 

7 . She an&Wers any questions asked by the students . Students 

turn in assigned paragraphs. Teacher assigns students 

to write a paragraph containing a topic sentence and at 

least ten supporting sentences. In this paragraph, the 

student Illlst have at least two sentences in inverted order, 

two complex sentences, two compound sentences, and one 

corrpound-complex sentence. The paper must follow formal 

paper criteria. The teacher then grades the turned in 

assigrment and helps students as they c~ to her desk. 

Day 45 -- Objectives: 

The students are able to do required ccmposition 

objectives 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8. 

Day 46 -- Activities: 

Teacher returns corrected paragraphs to students. 

She answers any questions asked. Students turn in homework 

paragraph. Teacher explains and gives an exanple of a 

descriptive paragraph by using the overhead projector . 

She then reads aloud examples of descriptive paragraphs. 

She assigns the students to write a paragraph describing 

a person they know. The paragraph IIllSt be at least six 

sentences long and have a topic sentence. 'Ihe teacher 

then grades the turned in ~rk for all errors and 

helps students as they cane to her desk. 

Day 47 -- Activiities: 

Teacher returns corrected papers and answers 
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questions. Teacher now assigns a descriptive paragraph 

of the personality traits of the sane person the student 

physically described before. This paragraph rrust have 

a topic sentence and at least five supporting sentences. 

Tre teacher walks around the roan helping students 

who need help. 

Day 47 --Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required composition 

objection 7. 

Day 48 - - Activities: 

Teacher now assigns the students to coobine the 

~ descriptive paragraphs. This canbination IID.lst result 

in a paragraph with a topic sentence and at least seven 

supporting sentences. The coobination nn.1st include sentences 

with phrases, clauses, and correl ating conjunctions . All 

sentences mJst be parall el. Tre canbination nn.1st have 

inverted and natural order sentences. 'lhe final paper 

IID.1St be written according to fonnal paper criteria. Teacher 

gives students help as needed. 

Day 48 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required objectives. 

Day 49 - - Activities: 

Students tum in paragraph. Teacher goes over 

comnon errors students rmde in previous paragraph. Teacher 

shows examples of good paragraphs by using the overhead 

projector . Teacher assigns the student to write a descriptive 

paragraph of a place. The paragraph mJSt have a topic 
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sentence and be atleast ten sentences in length. The 

paragraph wst adhere to fonntl paper standards. '!he 

teacher grades the canbination paragraph for all errors 

and helps any students ,;..ho cane to her desk. 

Day 49 -- Cbjectives covered: 

The students are able to do required objectives 

8 and 9. 

Day 50 -- Activities : 

Students take cc:mposition posttest for the first 

t hirty minutes. Teacher gives required instructions and 

supervises. After the po st test, the teacher returns corrected 

corrbination paragraphs and answers questions. Students 

turn in horrework. Teacher has sorre students read returned 

canbination papers aloud for class and teacher discussion. 

Day 50 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are abl e to do required objectives 

8 and 9. 

Materials Used by Control Group 

1. Warriner ' s English Gramnar and Composition, Fifth 
Course, Harcourt Brac,e Jovanovich, 1977 . 

2. Warriner' s English Grrn and Canpositicn , Fifth 
Course Test Booklet, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1977. 
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Lesson Plans for Treat:nrot Group 

Carbination Plans for Granmar and Ca:rposition. 

Day 1 -- Activities: 

Students take pretest for the first thirty minutes 

of period. Teacher follows procedure of the experiment 

in giving :instructions and the test. Last part of the 

hour, students are assigned to read Chapter 12 in Warriner's. 

Teacher tells students to keep all work in a notebook 

for future grading. 

Day 1 -- Objectives coopleted : 

The students are able to identify topic sentence 

and the ~s of developing a paragraph. 

Day 2 - - Activities: 

Students are divided by the teacher into groups 

of four . The teacher uses the composition section of 

Warriner's English Granrnar and Ca:npositian Chapter 12 

to explain the criteria of a good piece of writing. These 

are the sane criteria used by the teachers who grade 

holistically. The teacher explains prewriting, writing 

to an audience, peer editing, and self editing. The teacher 

does this through the use of stinruli. She uses the apple 

approach. All students are given an apple . 'Ihey are 

to look at it carefully. They are to touch and to becane 

very familiar with the apple. Then, they verbally describe 

the apple to the rrerhers of their group. The teacher 

then takes the apples back and places than in a sack. 

She shakes the sack and dumps all the apples on the f loor. 
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The students are then to find their own apples and to 

explain to their peer groups h.CM they knew it was their 

apple . Then each peer group divides into sections and 

trades apples . By doing this , each person becanes familiar 

with two apples. They then write a story about the two 

apples using description and canparison and cmtrast. 

'Ihey nust use an appositive phrase and a participle in 

description. The stories nust have a topic sentence and 

at least five supporting sentences. 

Day 2 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required granmrr 

objectives 6 and 7 which are identifying appositive and 

appositive phrases and identifying various types of clauses . 

1he students are able to do required canposition objectives 

7 and 8 which are canposing a paragraph cmtaining a 

topic sentence and at least five supporting sentences 

and canposing a paragraph that is correct in mechanics, 

spelling, and grammr and is in legible hanooiting. The 

students are able to do required Bay objectives 1 and 

2 which are to respond to stinuli and to prewrite. 

Day 3 -- Activities: 

The students share their stories with the peer 

group. Everyone is to rmke ccmnents or suggestions about 

the stories. All four students read each other' s papers 

and rrake corrections and suggestions . The writer reads 

the cCJlllD:mts and suggestions on his paper and decides 
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whether or mt he wants to rewrite his paper. ~ final 

paper rrust be in fonml paper style. The final papers 

are read aloud to the entire class . To make this exercise 

truly meaningful, the teacher also goes through the entire 

exercise, using the entire class as her peer group. After 

the con:pletion of the exercise, the teacher explains that 

touching, verbally describing, discussing the apple, and 

identifying the apple by finding it are methods of prewriting 

ways of making the students relax and fonn ideas. Breaking 

into groups, studying partner's apples, writing a story, 

sharing the story, making suggestions and ca:rments are 

forms of peer editing. Reading over the suggestions and 

rewriting the paper are examples of self editing and revision. 

Reading the paper aloud is sharing with an audience. 'Ihese 

same groups should continue "WOrking together for the entire 

semester. 

Day 3 -- Objectives COil{)leted: 

'!he students are able to do required granmar 

objectives 6 and 7 . The students are able to do required 

composition objectives 7 and 8. ~ students are able 

to do Bay objectives 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. These include: 

peer edit, self edit, rewrite, write for an audience, 

and use truthful language. 

Day 4 -- Activities: 

The teacher should take examples of sent ence canbining 

from Warriner' s. She carefully explains the mechanics and 
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makes up sOIIE sentences to carbine. She should write 

these sentences an the board and with class participation, 

she corrbines them and uses graIIIM.r and irecbanics correctly. 

Each student writes ten sentences of his own. Then with 

a total of forty sentences for each peer group, the task 

is to conbine these forty sentences for each peer group , 

into twenty sentences. '!hen the twenty sentences are 

canbined into ten sentences and the ten sentences into 

five. The ca:rbination would be done by using phrases, 

clauses and ccnjunctions. The sentences would be shared 

with the entire class for sense value and mechanical errors. 

Day 4 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are abl e to cb required canpositi on 

objectives 1, 2 , 3 , and 4: to express ideas in complete 

sentences , to conpose a canpound sentence, to subordinate 

less important ideas by using subordinate clauses , and 

to subordinate less important ideas by using phrases. 

The students are able to do required grarrmar objectives 

4 and 7 which are to identify phrases and to identify 

various types of clauses. The students are able to do 

Bay objectives 2, 3, and 8 : to prewrite, to peer edit , 

and to use truthful language. 

Day 5 -- Activities: 

Teacher shCMs cartoons f r annewspapers and discusses 

the use of dialogue. Teacher and students draw cartoon 

figures on the board. The class writes dialogue for those 
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figures. Teacher stresses proper punctuation. Teacher 

also shows hCM the sane cartoon character can use sentences 

of dilferent purpose and change the entire cartoon. Teacher 

has each student write a story with dial ogue where the 

character gives a carmmd or request, asks a questions, 

m:ikes a statement , or shows great surprise . 'Ihe students 

exchange papers in peer groups. 'Ihey make and receive 

suggestions. The student revises his paper and reads 

it aloud. Students are assigned Cahpter 1 in text to 

read. 

Day 5 -- Objectives covered: 

'The students are able to do required gramnar objective 

3 which is to classify sentences by purpose . The students 

are able to do required COI!l)Osition objective 1 which 

is to express ideas in complete sentences . The students 

are able to do Bay objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. 

Day 6 -- Activities: 

Show the f i Jm ''Poem as a Social Cooment . " Discuss 

the ~ of the f iJm, tre music, the artistic pictures, 

and the use of drana. Allow each student to give his 

personal opinion. Have all students try to write a poem 

fol lowing the pattern: the first line is a noun, the 

second l ine is two adjectives, the third line is three 

verbs, the fourth line is four adverbs , the fifth line 

is three verbs, the sixth line is two adjectives, and 

the last line is one noun. 'Ihe teacher should also write 

a poan. 
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Day 6 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 1, 

2 and 6. 

Day 7 - - Activities: 

Read individual favorite poems by authors and 

individuals. Allow the students to read if they wish. 

Discuss the poems. Have tre students write a limerick 

using a conjunction, interjection, and preposition. The 

teacher should give examples of the lma-ick and of the 

l:i.na'ick with these three parts in it. 

Day 7 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required grarnnar objective 

1. The students are able to do required Bay objectives 

1, 2, 6, 7, and 8. 

Day 8 -- Activities: 

Listen to classical nusic. All& the students 

to bring records with unusual sounds . Have the students 

doodle or brainstorm as they listen. The teacher should 

also do this. Have students play game of each student 

IMki.ng three lists : t:wo "would be of ten nouns or pronouns, 

the third would be of ten verbs. Exchange lists in peer 

editing groups to n:eke sentences that contain a subject, 

verb, and a carplanent. Then each peer editing group 

should try to put these sentences together to make a story. 

The story will be read aloud. 

Day 8 -- Objectives covered: 

'lbe students are able to do required corrposition 
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objective 1. The students are abl e to do required granmrr 

objective 2. The students are abl e to do Bay objecti ves 

1 , 2, 3, 6, and 8. 

Day 9 -- Activities : 

Listen to ' 'West Side Story" record and watch the 

film. Di scuss the marriage between rrusic and literature 

na:ition how Day 7 ' s activiti es stressed this also. 

Day 9 -- Objectives covered: 

~ students are able to do Bay objectives 1 and 

2. 

Day 10 - - Acti vities: 

Show ''Ranee and Juliet'' film. D'iscuss ' 'Rareo 

and Juliet" and ' 'West Side Story. " See if students can 

see any possible rrerger be~ these shows, rrusic, and 

poetry. 

Day 10 Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay Objectives 1 and 

2. 

Day 11 -- Activities: 

ShCM film '½rrerican Mlsic from Folk to Jazz and 

Pop. 1 1 Discuss the film. Talk about dancing, clothes 

and words. M:m.tion the change of the beat . Tie in the 

cbang:ing beats to poetry. 

Day 11 -- Objecti ves covered: 

The students are abl e to do Bay objectives 1 and 

2. 
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Day 12 -- Activities : 

Sho.v ''Braverman's Beetles . " Discuss hCM the IIJJsic 

of the Beetles changed. Show students newspapers of the 

Sixties. Discuss art and events of the Six.ties. Canpare 

and contrast the two films, ''American M.lsic'' and ''Braverm9Il' s 

Beetles." 

Day 12 -- Objectives covered: 

Tue students are able to do Bay objectives 1 and 

2. 

Day 13 -- Activities : 

Shew ' 'I , Leonardo Da Vinci. '' Ccxopare with pop 

art . 

Day 13 - - Objecti ves covered: 

The students are able to cb Bay objectives 1 and 

2. 

Day 14 -- Activities: 

Sho.v ''Normm Rockwell" and "Junk Yard. " Be sure 

to emphasi ze beauty is ev~e and depends upon the 

viewer. 

Day 14 -- Objectives cove.red: 

The students are abl e to do Bay objectives 1 and 

2. 

Day 15 -- Activities: 

Show 'The Lorax. " Play political bal lads from 

the Sixties. Show political cartoons. Discuss the relationship 

of al l art. Have students review Warriner ' s Chapter 12. 
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Day 15 Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 1 and 2. 

Day 16 - - Activities: 

Teacher uses sentence cooi:>ining exercises from 

Cavalcade M:igazine. First students canbine sentences 

by making canpound sentences. TI-en students ccm:>ine 

sentences by using clauses . Then students conbine sentences 

by using phrases . This is done as a cl ass exercise by 

using the overhead. 

Day 16 - - Objectives covered: 

1he students are abl e to do required gram:mr objectives 

4 , 5, 7 , and 8 which are to identify phrases, i dentify 

verbals and verbal phrases, to identify various types 

of clauses , and to classify sentences by structure. The 

students are able to do required canposition objectives 

1, 2, 3, and 4 which are to express ideas in cOIIl)l ete 

sentences, to corrpose a canpound sentence, to subordinate 

less important ideas by using subordinate clauses, and 

to subordinate less important ideas by using phrases. 

Day 17 - - Activities : 

Use the same sentence conbining sentences 

as on Day 16. This time the peer groups will canbine 

them using a canbination of phrases , clauses, and sentences. 

'Ihen the peer group will go over the sentences for parallel 

construction. 
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Day 17 -- Objectives completed: 

1he students are able to cb required composition 

objectives 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, and 6 which are to express ideas 

in carplete sentences, t o compose a ccxnprn.md sentence, 

to subordinate less important ideas by using subordinate 

clauses, to subordinate less inportant ideas by using 

phrases, to deroonstrate ability to vary sentence patterns, 

and to dem:mstrate ability the use of parallel structure. 

The students are able to do required grarrmar objectives 

4, 5, 7 and 8 which are to identify phrases, to identify 

verbals and verbal phrases, to identify various types 

of clauses, and to classify sentences by structure. The 

students are able to do Bay objectives 2 and 3 which are 

to pre.write and to peer edit. 

Days 18-22 -- Activities: 

Students should choose sooe aspect of poetry, 

Ill.lsic, and art to present as a project. 'lb.e best projects 

will show a relationship of all areas. The students may 

choose any trethod of expression. 'll1e students will have 

five class periods to work on the project . The finished 

product mist have a nulti-paragraph explanation that is 

written according to the criteria for a formal paper . 

It nn.J.St have all types of sentences with natural and inverted 

order corrbinations . Sane sentences nn.J.St be conhined by 

using conjunctions, phrases, and cl auses . 'lb.e sentences 

IlllSt be parall el. 'Ihe library and the teacher will be 
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available to the students for any needed help. The finished 

product will be presented to the class and turned in to 

the teacher. 

Days 18-22 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required canposi t i on 

objectives. TIE students are abl e to do required gramnar 

objectives 4, 5 , 7 and 8. The students are able to do 

Bay objectives 6, 7, 8 and 9 which are to write for an 

audience, to write for positive praise, to use truthful 

language and to receive reinforcenEI1t. 

Days 23-25 -- Activities: 

Students will ,;.,;,ork in their peer editing groups. 

They will self-edit and re.write. Teacher will act as 

advisor . 

Days 23-25 -- Objectives canpleted: 

1he students are able to do all required composition 

objectives . TIE students are able to do required grBIIIIE.r 

objectives 4, 5, 7 , and 8 .. The students are able to do 

Bay objectives 3-9 . 

Days 26-27 - - Activities: 

Students will present the canpl ete projects to 

the class . Camnents and positive reccm:rendations will 

be made. Final projects are turned in to be graded by 

the teacher for al l errors. 

Days 26-27 - - Objectives covered: 

1he students are abl e to do Bay objectives 7-

10 which are to write for positive praise, to use truthful 
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language, to receive reinforcement, and have something 

to shCM for his effort. 

Day 28 -- Activities: 

Sh.CM the film, ' "llle Lady or the Tiger." Discuss 

the film. Assign each peer editing group to write the 

ending of the film. Endings nust be at least three pages 

and at the end of the project, the teacher nrust receive 

a copy in formal writing style with all types of sentences, 

carbinations us:ing phrases and clauses , and sorre sentences 

IIUst be in inverted order . This nust be written in script 

form and at the ca:npletion, it will be videotaped. 

Day 28 -- Objectives covered: 

1he students are able to do all required canposition 

objectives. The students are able to do required granmar 

objectives 4, 5, 7, and 8. ~ students are able to do 

Bay objectives 1-3. 

Day 29 - - Activities: 

Students work :in groups on writing the ending. 

Teacher acts as advisor. 

Day 29 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are able to cb all required conpositicn 

objectives. The students are able to cb required grarrmar 

objectives 4 , 5, 7 , and 8 . The students are able to do 

Bay objectives 2, 3, 6 , 7, and 8. 

Day 30 - - Activities: 

Teacher uses sentence canbining exercises fran 

Calvalcade Magazine. First students cCIDb:ine sentences 
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by making canpound sentences. Then students corrbine sentences 

by using clauses. Then students carbine sentences by 

using phrases. Then students canbine the sentences 

by using corrbination of phrases, clauses and sentences. 

This is done as a class activity with the use of the overhead. 

Day 30 - - Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do required granmrr objectives 

4, 5, 7 , and 8 . The students are able to do required 

canposition objectives 1-4. 

Day 31 -- Activities: 

Have students exchange scripts with another group 

so they can peer edit . After the scripts are returned, 

self-editing should occur. 

Day 31 -- Cbjectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The students are able to do all required 

composition objectives. 

Day 32 -- Activities: 

Scripts should be canplete. The groups should 

assign parts within the group. Everyone nnist take part 

either as an actor, set or wardrobe designer, or sound 

technician. 

Day 32 -- Objectives covered: 

'!he students are able to do Bay objective 6-10. 

Day 33-36 -- Activities: 

Students learn lines. 'Ibey bring clothing and 

parts for set. 'Ibey decide the backgrmm.d noises. 
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Day 37 -- Activities: 

Students have dress rehearsal . Teacher is available 

for cCX1IreI1ts and help . 

Day 37 -- Chjectives covered: 

The students are able to cb Bay objectives 6-

10. 

Day 38 -- Activities: 

Students give final perfonmnces and are videotaped. 

These tapes can be shown to other classes if the players 

are willing. Also these tapes can be used at Parents ' 

Night . The students feel a great deal of pleasure at 

actually being on televisicn . Final scripts are turned 

in for teacher to grade for all errors. 

Day 38 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 6-

10. 

Day 39 - - Activiti es: 

Teacher retum.s graded projects to students. Teacher 

goes over all grarrmar, mechanics, and sentence structure 

errors by giving exanples of the errors on the overhead. 

The entire class and teacher discuss errors. Then each 

peer group gets together and corrects the errors using 

the teacher and Warriner's Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 12 

as a source. 

Day 39 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to cb all required gramnar 

objectives. The students are able to do required composition 
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objectives 1-6. The students are able to do Bay objective 

3. 

Day 40 -- Activities: 

Teacher reads aloud a paper she has written on 

''My Most _____ Experience." The class and the teacher 

discuss it. Teacher assigns the same topic to the students. 

The paper nust have from three to five paragraphs and 

be ~ pages l ong. The paper is ~ on Day 42. The student 

nrust read the paper aloud. He IIUst write a rough copy 

that fulfills all the required canposition objectives. 

Teacher oversees and gives help as needed. 

Day 40 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required cooposition 

objectives. The students are able to do Bay objectives 

1,2,6,7 and 8. 

Day 41 -- Activities: 

Students join peer groups, discuss papers, and 

edit each other ' s papers. Students then self-edit and 

r~te. 

Day 41 Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required composition 

objectives. The students are able to do Bay objectives 

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8. 

Day 42 -- Activities: 

Students read papers aloud. Constructive criticism 

is given by teacher and class. Good points of papers 

are stressed. 
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Day 42 Objectives covered: 

Th.e students are able to do Bay Objectives 6-

9. 

Day 43 -- Activities: 

Students play gramnar add-on. 1re first person 

in the first seat in the £irst r& says a word. The next 

person repeats the word and adds a v,0rd. This cmtinues 

tmtil a sirrple sentence, a coopound sentence , a canplex 

sentence, and finally a corcpound-canplex sentence is made. 

The game starts over. The teacher writes all sentences 

on the board. At the end, the class tries to conbine 

them into a paragraph. 

Day 43 -- Objectives covered : 

The students are able to oo all required grarrmrr 

objectives and 1-5 of the ccmposition of the required 

cc:mposition objectives. 

Day 44 - - Activities: 

Teacher reads aloud a paper she has written on 

''The :t--bst Person I Know. 11 '!be class and the ----
teacher discuss it. Teacher assigns the same topic to 

the students . 1re paper IIUst be from three to five paragraphs 

and be two pages long. 1he paper is due on Day 46. Th.e 

students nust read the paper aloud. 'Ibey must write rough 

copies that fulfills all the requirements of the required 

corrposition objectives. Teacher oversees and gives 

help as needed. 
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Day 44 Cl>jectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required corrposition 

objectives. 'llie students are able to do Bay objectives 

1, 2, 6, 7, and 8. 

Day 45 -- Activities: 

Students join peer groups, discuss papers, and 

edit each other's papers. Students then self-edit and 

rewrite. 

Day 45 Objectives covered : 

The students are able to do all required ccrrpositim 

objectives. 'Ire students are able to do Bay objectives 

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 . 

Day 46 -- Activities: 

Students read papers aloud. Cmstructlve criticism 

is given by teacher and class. Goo.cl points of paper are 

stressed. 

Day 46 Objectives covered: 

'Ihe students are able to cb Bay objectives 6-9 . 

Day 47 -- Activities: 

Teacher returns graded scripts to groups. Teacher 

goes over all granmar, rrechanics, and sentence structure 

errors by giving exarrples of t he errors on the overhead. 

The entire class and teacher discuss errors. Then each 

peer group gets together and corrects the errors using 

the teacher and Warriner' s Chapters 1, 2 , 3, 4 , and 12 

as a source. 
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Day 47 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do all required granmrr 

objectives. The students are able to do required canposition 

objectives 1-6. 'llie students are able to do Bay objective 3 . 

Day 48 -- Activities: 

Students get in peer groups and go over all of 

their papers. 1hey nust decide vhich one paper they want 

graded in total. The others will be graded holistically. 

Papers graded in total will be of double value in points . 

They may rewrite or add anything they want to any papers. 

At the end of the hour, they turn :in all papers with the 

one they want totally graded designated. 

Day 48 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 3, 

4, and 5. 

Day 49 -- Activities: 

Teacher returns all papers graded holistically. 

Students write a paper describing one of their classmates 

giving physical and personality traits. The paper Illlst 

be fran three to five paragraphs long. Each paragraph 

rrust have a topic sentence and five supporting sentences. 

The paper tIUst fit the reqireIIEI1.ts of a fonnal paper . 

Students write during the hour and work with peer groups. 

They edit and rewrite. Teacher helps students if they 

need help. 
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Day 49 -- Cbjectives covered: 

The students are able to do required ccmposition 

objectives 1-8. 'Ihe students are able to do Bay objectives 

3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. 

Day 50 - - Activities: 

Students take posttest for first thirty minutes. 

Teacher gives required directions. After post test, students 

see the videotapes of their endings of 'The Lady or the 

Tiger." 

Day 50 -- Objectives covered: 

The students are able to do Bay objectives 6-10. 

Materials Used by Treat:Irent Group 

1. Warriner' s English Gramnar and C~osition, Fifth 
Course, Harcourt Brace Jovanovic~l977. 

2. 

3. 

Calvalcade Ma8azine, Scholastic Publications, October
Decernber, 198. 

Films: 

''Poem as a Social Cament," Cooperating Film Districts 
of St . Louis Suburban Area, Inc., 1975 . 

''West Side Story," Cooperating Film Districts of St. 
Louis Suburban Area, Inc. , 1957. 

"~o and Juliet," Cooperating Film Districts of 
St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc., Franco Zeffirelli Productions, 
1977. 

1'Arrerican M.lsic from Folk to Jazz and Pop, 11 Cooperating 
Film Districts of St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc. , 1967. 

"Bravenran1 s Beetles," Cooperating Film Districts 
of St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc., 1973. 

1 'I, Leonardo Da Vinci, 11 Cooperating Film Districts 
of St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc., 1966. 
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''Norman Rockwell, 11 Cooperating Film Districts of 
St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc. , 1973. 

"Junk Yard," Cooperating Film Districts of St. Louis 
Suburban Area, Inc . , 1969. 

''lhe Lorax, 11 Cooperating Film Districts of St. Louis 
Suburban Area, Inc . , 1972. 

''The Lady or the Tiger, 11 Cooperating Film Districts 
of St. Louis Suburban Area, Inc. , 1970. 

4. Records: 
' 'West Side Story, 11 Colunbia Records, 1957. 

"Mitchell Trio Protest," ~cury Records, 1964. 

'Therre from Raneo and Juliet, 11 Columbia Records, 
1977. 

''Braln:ns Crncerto in D ,. Op. 77, 11 R. C .A. Victor, 1955. 
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B-1 Pretest 82 Phone Nu:rber - -----

Choose an inanimate object that you have with 

you or at hane that is preci ous to you. Describe the 

object and explain why it is precious to you. 

(three to five paragraphs) 
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Criteria for Holistic Grading 

1. The writer m.JSt follow a topic sentence. 

2 . ~ writer m1st use different sentence construction. 

3. The wri ter mrst use examples or comparisons and contrasts . 

4. The writer must have organized thoughts in a logical 

progression. 

5. The writer nust use proper mechanics, gramnar, and 

spelling. 
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Rubric 

1. Does not address topic or begins to address question 
but drifts COIIl)letely off of t:re subject. Lacks 
definite clarity and may contain nunerous structural 
and nechanical errors . 

2 . Begins to address question but either lacks detail 
and is marred by many errors or contains detail which 
lacks original thought. 

3. Addresses question but fails to develop topic through 
adequate description or paper may be too brief to 
cover topic . 

4 . States its position and shows signs of :imaginative 
devel~t of topic: paper is limited by description, 
sentence structure, and/or mechanical errors. 

5. Takes a clearly defined position but explores the 
position sanewhat roore generally and with less developnent 
and :imagination than a 116 paper. 

6. Takes a clearly defined position and explores it 
thoroughly with complex reasoning or supports it with 
two or nore relevant reasons. Tends to be error 
free and have one or rrore of the follCMing: especially 
effective diction, particular exanples, and/or 
:imaginative insights. 

Ranerrber the score on the final paper is the sum of two 
teachers' ranking . 
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TABLE 1 

t Test for Treat:mmt Group 

H: 
0 Il\-1½= 0 

Dependent - two tailed 
Probability of error= .OS 

Hl : Ini_-1½# 0 rn:i_ = pretest 

Fornula t = d 
~ = posttest 

sd/./n 

Subject Pretest Posttest d (d-a) 2 

l'IG 11 11 0 4 
21G 7 9 -2 0 
31G 9 9 0 4 
41G 3 7 -4 4 
5TG 4 12 -8 36 
6TG 9 9 0 4 
71G 7 6 1 9 
8TG 5 6 -1 1 
9TG 4 12 -8 36 

lOTG 3 6 -3 1 
ll'IG 3 7 -4 4 
12TG 7 9 - 2 0 
13TG 6 11 -5 9 
141G 3 5 - 2 0 
lSTG 10 9 1 9 
16TG 5 6 -1 1 
17TG 8 8 0 4 
18TG 4 8 -4 4 
191G 5 9 -4 4 
20TG 2 6 -4 4 
21TG 3 5 -2 0 
22TG 12 11 1 9 
231G 6 5 1 9 
24TG 5 5 0 4 

d=-48 160 

t= -2.0 = -2.0 = -1.41 d = -2.0 
6.96/./24 1.42 

The null hypothesis is not rejected. 
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TABI.E 2 

t Test for Control Group 

H: 
0 

n,_-~= 0 Dependent - two tailed 
Probability of error= .05 

Hl: n,_ -~=, 0 

Fornula t= cl m_i_=pretest 

si.Jn ~= posttest 

Subject Protest Posttest d (d-a)2 

lCG 5 4 1 3.06 
2CG 6 8 -2 1.56 
3CG 12 12 0 .56 
4CG 7 2 5 33.06 
5CG 2 8 -6 27.56 
6CG 12 8 4 22.56 
7CG 12 9 3 14 .06 
8CG 2 8 -6 27.56 
9CG 9 9 0 .56 

lOCG 9 10 -1 .06 
llCG 4 9 -5 18.06 
12CG 12 8 4 22.56 
13CG 6 6 0 .56 
14CG 7 7 0 .56 
15CG 8 11 -3 5.06 
16CG 4 7 -3 5.06 
17CG 2 4 - 2 1.56 
18CG 5 6 -1 .06 
19CG 8 11 -3 5.06 
20CG 6 4 2 7.56 
21CG 7 11 -4 10.40 
22CG 9 10 -1 .06 
23CG 7 7 0 .56 
24CG 8 8 0 .56 

d= - 19 208.28 

t= -0.75 = -0.75 = - .53 d= 0.75 

9.'06//24 1.85 

The null hypothesis is not rejected. 
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TABIE 3 

t Test for Treaorent and Control Groups (Pretest) 

Independent Ho: tni_= ~ 

HI: tni_'f ~ 

Directional - t:wo tailed 

m1 = treaorent group 

~ = ccntrol group 

Treaorent Group Control Group 

11 
7 
9 
3 
4 
9 
7 
5 
4 
3 
3 
7 
6 
3 

10 
5 
8 
4 
5 
2 
3 

12 
6 
5 

141 

x1 = 5.88 
2 s1 = 7. 76 

t = 

26 .21 
1.25 
9.73 
8.29 
3.53 
9.73 
1.25 

. 77 
3.53 
8 .29 
8.29 
1.25 

.01 
8.29 

16.97 
. 77 

4.49 
3.53 

. 77 
15.05 
8 .29 

37.45 
.01 
.77 

178.52=Sd2 

5 
6 

12 
7 
2 

12 
12 

2 
9 
9 
4 

12 
6 
7 
8 
4 
2 
5 
8 
6 
7 
9 
7 
8 

169 

x2= 7 .04 

2 s2= 9.52 

df = 24 + 24 - 2 = 46 

V 
5.88 - 7.04 = -1.40 

23 (7. 76) + 23 ( 9 . 52 ~ 1 :- 1) 
24 + 24 - 2 24 24 

The null hypothesis is not rejected. 
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4.16 
1.08 

24.60 
.00 

25.40 
24.60 
24.60 
25.40 
3.84 
3.84 
9.24 

24.60 
1.08 

.00 

.92 
9.24 

25.40 
4.16 

.92 
1.08 

.00 
3.84 

.00 

.92 

218.92=Si 



TABLE 4 

t Test for Treat:Irent and Cc:ntrol Groups (Posttest) 

H : m = m 
0 • 2 Independent 

Directional - two tailed 

n,_ = treat:mmt group 

Probability of error= .05 

Treatment Group 

IDz = control group 

Control Group 

11 
9 
9 
7 

12 
9 
6 
6 

12 
6 
7 
9 

11 
5 
9 
6 
8 
8 
9 
6 
5 

11 
5 
5 

9.24 
1.08 
1.08 

.92 
16.32 
1.08 
3.84 
3.84 

16.32 
3.84 

.92 
1.08 
9.24 
8.76 
1.08 
3.84 

.00 

.00 
1.08 
3.84 
8.76 
9.24 
8.76 
8.76 

4 
8 

12 
2 
8 
8 
9 
8 
9 

10 
9 
8 
6 
7 

11 
7 
4 
6 

11 
4 

11 
10 
7 
8 

191 122.92 = Sd2 I87" 

X1= 7.96 
2 s1= 5.34 

df •= 24 + 24 - 2 = 46 

x2 = 7. 79 
2 s2 = 6.43 

t= 7.96 - 7.79 = p.2s 

\ /23(5. 34) + 23(6,43) ( 1 + 1) 
y· 24 + 24 - 2 24 24 

The null hypothesis is not rejected. 
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14.36 
.04 

17.72 
33.52 

.04 

.04 
1.46 

.04 
1.46 
4.88 
1.46 

.04 
3.20 

.62 
10.30 

.62 
14.36 
3.20 

10.30 
14.36 
10 .30 

4.88 
.62 
.04 

147.86= Sd2 
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